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Tribology at Work
S

ince its inception in 1985, the South
African Institute of Tribology has been
actively involved in the promotion of
tribology. Transfer of tribology technology in
wear, materials selection and lubrication is
achieved through SAIT membership and the
ongoing programme of training courses,
seminars, webinars and technical meetings.
International tribology conferences are
regularly hosted by the SAIT to keep in touch
with international research and expertise.
One of the recent achievements of the SAIT is
in the field of energy savings through tribology.
The Academy of Science of South Africa
(ASSAf), was established in 1996 by the late
President Mandela to provide evidence based
scientific advice on issues of public interest to
government and other stakeholders. In 2016
ASSAf was requested to complete a study of
the state of energy efficiency technologies in
South Africa. Although the focus of the report
was on electrical energy efficiency, the study
included tribology because the wide ranging
interdisciplinary focus of tribology offers
significant prospects to increase efficiencies
and reduce energy wastage over a broad range
of activities.
The ASSAf study considered tribology in
respect to three important sectors, Energy,
Manufacturing and Transport. A previous
study completed by Eskom showed that the
use of synthetic gearbox oil could reduce the
power loss due to friction in gearboxes, and
concluded that by converting all major
gearboxes in Eskom's fleet of power generating
stations a conservative saving of 20 MW or 140
000 GWh per annum could be achieved. Use
of synthetic gearbox oil across industry could,
depending on uptake, achieve savings of
between 200 MW and 600 MW, or over 2 TWh
per annum.
The South African car fleet is considered to be
relatively old, and motorists are conservative
when it comes to lubricant purchases. The DST
funded Tribology Project 2010 found that
upgrading the lowest quality crankcase oils to a
more modern multigrade quality would result
in savings of between 7 and 18 million litres of
petrol per annum.

With the exception of some pockets of
excellence, there is little knowledge across all
levels of industry, mining and manufacturing of
the proper use of lubricants, and the knock on
effects that can be achieved by using the
correct grade of lubricant. The Tribology
Project 2010 noted the following major
findings:
·
Lubricant consumption averages
20% of installed capacity, against an
international benchmark of 10%.
·
Av e ra g e d ra i n p e r i o d s a r e
approximately equal to international
standards, which, when considering the high
average oil consumption, indicates that
equipment failure rates are significantly higher
in South Africa.
·
Average bearing life has dropped by
two thirds, and gearbox lifetime to overhaul by
80 to 90% over the past 20 years. This trend is
ascribed to a lack of skills, resulting in poor
alignment during assembly, and excessive dirt
entry throughout the supply chain.
·
There is general industry comfort
with historic failure trends and costs, rather
than understanding the root causes.
·
A ca s e st u d y s h o we d t h at
concentrating on filter element quality and
lubricant cleanliness improved hydraulic
component life from 4 months to 7 years.
·
Overall, if industry was able to get
back to basics and focus on tribology, energy
costs could be reduced by between 8 and 20%,
and maintenance costs by 30 to 50%.
·
Reduced production costs will
stimulate industry in general and will increase
employment.
·
Increased employment and local
production will increase GDP and will also have
a calming effect on workplace conflict.
·
Industry that is more globally
efficient will increase South Africa's potential
for export which can improve the balance of
payments and economic growth.

Energy efficiency is an economically and
environmentally attractive way to meet
growing energy demands but needs support to
make a significant contribution as it may not be
aligned with the aims of energy producers.
South Africa has made solid progress in energy
efficiency over the past 20 years, with
commensurate savings and increasing
competitiveness. The South African National
Energy Development Institute (SANEDI) should
be mandated to develop appropriate policy
interventions to consolidate and further
develop these gains by ensuring that energy
efficiency is a central part of the regulatory
framework.
Tribology is a wide-ranging interdisciplinary
field focusing on friction, wear and lubrication
rather than directly on energy efficiency as
such. Tribology research in South Africa has
benefitted from the establishment of a
Technical Steering Committee on Tribology
(TSCT) in 2013 that has fulfilled a coordinating
role and compiled a Tribology Road Map.
Various recommendations contained therein
relate to the strengthening of research through
the establishment of research chairs and a
centre of excellence in tribology. Specific
recommendations stemming from this study
are to strengthen education on tribology by
including tribology in the curricula of
appropriate disciplines at universities and
educating the existing industrial workforce on
tribology. It is further recommended that
collaboration on tribology within the BRICS
countries be stimulated to leverage Chinese
developments in this field.
The international trend is for governments to
encourage and fund interdisciplinary tribology
related research though initiatives such as the
Chinese State Key Laboratory of Tribology at
Tsinghua University.
Patrick Swan
SAIT Vice President
January 2019

Amongst many other recommendations, the
A S S A f r e p o r t m a d e t h e fo l l o w i n g
recommendations in respect of tribology:
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EDITIORIAL NOTE

Government,
miners should
sing same hymn

Andrew Maramwidze: Editor

S

talemate between government and the mining industry over
taxes has to be solved amicably, for the simple reason of various
stakeholders being directly or indirectly affected.

The African proverb which says: ‘When two elephants fights,
the grass suffers’ mirrors the situation here and it calls for the two
protagonist – Government and Miners to reach a consensus.
Now the most threatened is employees, already government is reeling
under pressure to create employment, threats by miners to trim
workforce in a bid to meet tax demands, is a sad development.
Our authorities should also remember investors are also sought after
by our neighbours, we cannot allow such a situation. Resolving the
issues on taxes will prop up the economy and close the public debt
gap.
On other issues, authorities have indefinitely shut down Old Chowa
Manganese Minne in Chisamba after finding two Chinese doing illegal
mining.
We applaud the move by authorities to ensure the industry is well
regulated, without leaving any gaps, more tightening should be done.
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Not only has reports of illegal mining been a nag to the industry but
also they are reports on emerald black market.
At this juncture, we challenge government to strengthen regulations
in the emerald sector to curb black market.
The country needs authentic miners paying taxes. Government is
losing a lot of revenue to black markets dealers selling emeralds at a
very cheap price without paying any taxes.
In addition, it’s sad to note that the bargaining power for authentic
miners has been reduced by bogus entities selling their gemstones
at cheaper price.
With so much still calling for action from both government and the
mining sector stakeholders, we look forward to a fruitful 2019.
Please remember to contact us with comments, inquiries or on
any other matter, email to drewmara@gmail.com

Enjoy the read!

www.miningnewszambia.com
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CEC scoops award for the 2nd year
CEC has been recognized as Kitwe district’s ‘Most Outstanding Corporate
of the Year’ by the Kitwe and District Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KDCCI).
The miner grabbed the 2018 award, ahead of Konkola Copper Mines PLC,
SANDVIK, Barloworld, Bell Equipment and EPIROCK.
So far CEC has been the only winner of the award introduced in 2017. The
award winner’s shield and certificate is in recognition of the company’s allround excellence, the highest distinction bestowed by KDCCI.
According to KDCCI, it takes into account various aspects of the business;
including business sustainability, existence and implementation of work
health and safety management systems, risk assessment and control,
business growth, competitive edge, financial and operational performance,
CSR, commitment to compliance management, and training.

Companies taxes, royalties payments behind
Mining companies owe more than the state is due to pay them in tax
refunds, official records have revealed.
The disclosure comes as mining companies demand $550 to $600 million
due to them in value added tax (VAT) refunds from government.
“When we put together what we owe the mining companies compared
with what they are owing, you find that on the balance of numbers they
are actually owing more,” ZRA Commissioner-General Kingsley Chanda told
media recently.
Without stating how much mining companies owe the state, Chanda said
the arrears include penalties and interest on royalties and tax.
Authorities recently increased its sliding scale for royalties of 4 percent to 6
percent by 1.5 percentage points from January 1 and introduced a new 10
percent tax when the price of copper exceeds $7 500 (R108 956) per ton.

Copper mines profitability to fall
More than half of the copper mines in Zambia, Africa’s second-biggest
producer of the metal, will probably be unprofitable next year with
thousands of jobs on the line,
As the nation raises taxes for operators, more than half of the country’s
copper mines are expected to be unprofitable, this year.
The Zambia Chamber of Mines said effective tax rate will range from 86
percent to 105 percent, with about 27,900 jobs at risk.
Zambian lawmakers passed legislation last year that increased royalties for
copper and cobalt, both key components in electric vehicles, beginning of
the year.
The country is trying to rein in foreign borrowing and cut a bulging budget
deficit, while mining operators that include Glencore Plc and First Quantum
Minerals Ltd. have, through the industry lobby group, warned of more than
21,000 job losses and $500 million in capital spending cuts as a result.

Letšeng’s quality recovery continues
Lesotho’s Gem Diamonds Limited announced recovery of high quality 101
carat and 71 carat white Type IIa diamonds, at its Letšeng Mine, before
year close.
The mine is Lesotho’s highest dollar per carat kimberlite diamond mine
www.miningnewszambia.com

in the world. And according to the company, the recovery of the 101
carat diamond brings the total recoveries at Letšeng to a record fourteen
diamonds of over 100 carats in 2018.

Lungu commits to support women miners
Government is committed to help women in small scale mining upscale, as
part of efforts to eradicate poverty in rural areas.
President Edgar Lungu said his administration will mechanize operations
for women in small scale mining to contribute to socio-economic growth
in the country.
The Head of State said though government is diversifying from mining
to agriculture and tourism, there is need to support small scale mining
activities by women.
President Lungu assured the women that government will seek ways to
empower the women from existing financial arrangements such as through
the Citizens Economic Empowerment Commission (CEEC) and the recently
launched Zambia Commercial and Industrial Bank.
Women in mining appealed to President Lungu to intervene in the high
taxation which is choking their business operations and sustainability.
The miners also appealed to government to build capacity, increase
production and attach value additions to the base minerals and emeralds.

Tax, royalties’ headache rages on
Despite protesting the new tax and royalties regime, mining companies
have failed to demonstrate how higher taxes introduced in 2019 will affect
their profitability.
Paul Chanda, permanent secretary for mines, said government had asked
individual mining companies to provide financial models on how the new
taxes would affect them, but none had done so.
“We wanted them to show how the new taxes will affect production and
profitability, but so far we haven’t received anything,” said Chanda.
“Two mining companies have written to us asking us to give them more
time but we haven’t heard anything from the others,” he added.
Meanwhile, fresh data from the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI) has revealed that the mining sector accounted for more than a
quarter of the country’s income, contributing K10.72 billion-over US$1
billion-in 2016.
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative is a global coalition of
governments, companies and civil society groups working together to
improve transparency and accountability in the management of revenues
from natural resources.

ZCCM-IH challenged to increase shares
Local entrepreneur in the mining sector Mathia Mutupa of Chesterfields
has challenged Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Investment Holdings
(ZCCM-IH) to consider increasing its shares in private mines above the
current 20 percent.
Mutupa said a lot of benefits can result from ZCCM-IH increasing its shares
in private mines, and also increase the country’s economic growth.
He disclosed that ZCCM-IH has been holding the 20 percent rate of shares
in the privatized mining firm for too long despite the mines registering
growth in terms of profits.
Mutupa also urged ZCCM-IH to come up with ways to improve efficiency
and sustainability in its mines.
Zambian Mining Magazine
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Mining taxes to hit
hard on workers

overnment’s intentions to hike mining taxes, to bring down
mounting public debt will have far reaching effects on the
economy.

Authorities have announced plans to introduce new mining duties,
to replace value-added tax (VAT) with a sales tax and increase royalties, and
miners are not positively reacting to the move.
Finance minister Margaret Mwanakatwe announced plans to increase the
country’s sliding scale for royalties of four to six percent by 1.5 percentage
points and introduce a new ten percent tax when the price of copper
exceeds $7,500 per tonne.
The scale is adjusted so royalties are paid at higher levels as commodity
prices climb and are reduced as prices fall.
In addition, a new 15 percent export duty on precious metals, including gold
and gemstones, will be introduced, while copper and cobalt concentrate
imports will incur a new five percent levy.
Analyst have already concluded that the tax hikes will go down badly
with mining companies, such as First Quantum, Glencore and Vedanta
Resources, which have frequently clashed with the government over rising
operating costs.
Canadian miner First Quantum Minerals (FQM) has already warned that it
would retrench 2,500 workers, to cushion its operations from the taxes hike.

and the mining industry, despite the sector accounting for more than 70
percent of the country’s foreign exchange earnings.
FQM plans 1,250 layoffs at its Sentinel Mine at Kalumbila and 1,250 at
the Kansanshi Mine in Solwezi in the first quarter of 2019, as well as an
unspecified number of contractors.
The Chamber of Mines said miners will consider “scaling back substantially”
if the proposed increases proceed as planned.
The Chamber of Mines counter-proposals to the government include:
•

Cap mineral royalties to 0.5 percentage points across all price
bands up to $7,499 a ton, rather than the 1.5 percentage points
proposed, “via an incremental and not a step sliding scale.”

•

Royalty capped at 7.5 percent when copper price is above $7,500
per metric ton, rather than the planned 10 percent.

•

Maintain royalties as tax deductible.

•

Increase cobalt royalty by 0.5 percentage points, rather than the
government’s planned 8 percent royalty.

•

Scrap planned copper and cobalt concentrates import duties.

The proposed layoffs will ignite another tension between government

“Our members continue to review their operations and are having to
consider scaling back substantially while reducing capital expenditure by
over a half billion dollars over the next three years,” the chamber said.

www.miningnewszambia.com
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BME’s Africa offerings
focus on Mining Indaba
outh Africa-based explosives leader BME has announced plans to
showcase its African presence, expertise and technology at the 2019
Investing in African Mining Indaba slated for next month in Cape
Town.

The company plans to highlight its strengthened presence in West Africa,
which is poised to become one of the top five gold-producing regions in
the world.
“The mood is even more buoyant than it has been in previous years,” said
Michael Klaasen, BME’s general manager for West Africa operations.
“Almost all the countries in this region have vast mineral reserves that
remain untouched, making it a very lucrative area for foreign investment.”
With some of the world’s largest deposits of gold, bauxite, iron ore and
diamonds, Klaasen noted that it was encouraging to see many West African
governments seeking to make their mining charters easier to adhere to – a
step likely to further encourage investment in minerals.
Governance and political instability remain constant challenges, however,
and illegal mining has increased across the region in the last couple of
years, he said.
A division of the JSE-listed Omnia Group, BME manufactures explosives
at emulsion plants across the region and supplies mining and quarrying
operations in a number of countries.
“We will have eight emulsion plants in West Africa by the end of the first
quarter of 2019, after we commission a new plant at Endeavour Mining’s Ity
mine in the Ivory Coast,” he said.
This contract was awarded in October 2018. He said Ivory Coast had
considerable mineral potential, with important occurrences of gold,
diamonds, iron, nickel, cobalt, copper, manganese and bauxite.
“Like much of West Africa, gold has been at the forefront of exploration,”
he said. “Companies conducting exploration there include Teranga Gold
Corporation, who are spending $11 million exploring four prospects, as well
as Perseus Mining at their Sissingué project, Red Rock with three prospects,
RandGold, Taurus Gold, Endeavour Mining and Newcrest Mining.”
BME was awarded the Riverstone Karma project in Burkina Faso in 2017,
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and in the same year completed the commissioning of its plant at B2Gold’s
Fekola mine in Mali.
He added that the company hopes to be conducting trials at other
operations early in 2019 in Mali, the country that remains BME’s busiest in
West Africa.
“There are three possible deposits – all situated in the Kenieba province –
that may well be developed in the near future,” he said.
“These are the gold deposits of Tintinba, Kandiole Sud and Siribaya.”
In Burkina Faso, as the fourth largest gold producer in Africa, BME also
supplies a large number of small quarries; there are 22 operating mines
in the country and a significant number of exploration licences have been
issued in the last year.
“There is considerable exploration activity underway in Burkina Faso, being
undertaken by mining companies such as Newcrest, Teranga, Red Rock,
Endeavour, Semafu and Taurus Gold,” said Klaasen.
BME are also active in Sierra Leone, supplying emulsion, explosives and
blasting accessories products to Meya Mining’s diamond mine close to the
town of Koidu. It will also be supplying two more operations by the end of
2018 – the opencast Sierra Rutile operation and the Tonguma underground
mine.
There are three main mining operations in Mauritania – Kinross’s Tasiast
opencast gold mine, the state-owned Société Nationale Industrielle et
Minière (SNIM) iron ore mine and the Guelb Moghrein copper-gold
operation owned by First Quantum Minerals’ Mauritanian Copper Mines
(MCM).
“We supply to MCM, and will also be hoping to supply a new gold mine
that is due to start operating in 2019,” he said.
He also highlighted Guinea – where BME supplies explosives to AngloGold
Ashanti’s Siguiri Mine – as a country with substantial prospects; while it
hosts the largest bauxite deposit in the world, exploration is busy and two
new mines are expected to open in third quarter of 2019.
The government is also reported to have resumed talks with mining giant
Rio Tinto on the development of the world-class Simandou iron ore deposit.

www.miningnewszambia.com
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Chinese found doing illegal mining

uthorities have indefinitely shut down Old Chowa Manganese
Minne in Chisamba after finding two Chinese doing illegal mining.

Chanda Kabwe, Central Province Permanent Secretary ordered for
the closure of the mine and handed the two Chinese nationals to
Immigration Department after failing to produce any legal documents to
support their activities.
Kabwe has bemoaned investors using short-cuts, this comes despite
provincial administration inviting budding investors to pump money into
various sectors of the economy.
He observed that while the volume of production has increased, the
Chinese nationals involved in the extraction of manganese deposits at the
old mine, do not have any legal documentation to back their activities.

want could have led to the bogus investors.
In addition, the PS was incensed that explosives are being used at the
mining site with no evidence of anyone having a license to handle the
devices.
Kabwe expressed worry that the use of explosives can cause a disaster to
the local people, adding that the mining regulations permit, that for anyone
to handle these devices, one must be trained and have a license to do so.
Despite his anger, Kabwe reiterated that the province is looking for
investment to support the local people, it is the duty of government and
the provincial administration to protect them from unscrupulous investors.

He said his office will ensure that proper investigations are done to establish

Meanwhile the PS threatened that the two Chinese nationals found at the
site will be deported should they fail to produce relevant documents to
justify their activities.

www.miningnewszambia.com
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Curb emerald black market - Gemacanton

G

Mukuma disclosed that most of the international dealers come to Zambia in the name of attending
auctions only to acquire VISAs, and later buy from the black market dealers, without paying any taxes.

overnment has been implored to strengthen regulations in the
emerald sector to curb black market.

Mukuma said there is need for government to stiffen laws, so that gemstone
mining firms gets back bargaining power in the sector.

The development is expected to help authentic miners paying
taxes to government to survive the increasing black market

“We have lost a lot of bids due to the low bidding by these dealers. If
government strengthens regulation in the sector, this will give us the
bargaining power,’ Mukuma said.

Langson Mukuma, Gemcanton Investment Holdings Mines Manager said
government should stiffen laws in the emerald sector to curb the black
market dealers who are destroying business for most mining firms.

Mukuma disclosed that most of the international dealers come to Zambia
in the name of attending auctions only to acquire VISAs, and later buy from
the black market dealers, without paying any taxes.

Mukuma said government is losing a lot of revenue to black markets
dealers selling emeralds at a very cheap price without paying any taxes to
government.

He urged government to look in to the matter and resolve the challenges
the sector is facing.

dealings.

He said bargaining power for authentic miners has been reduced by bogus
entities selling their gemstones at cheaper price and as a result firms have
lost several bids to the black market dealers.
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Mukuma said announcement by government to introduce new taxes will
drastically affect mining operations, as most big mining companies resort
to laying off most workers.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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Lubambe Mine helps fight malaria

F

orty spray pumps have been donated to Chingola and Chililabombwe
District Health offices to help fight malaria by Lubambe Copper Mines.

He said once the mine starts to reach 36,000 to 40 000 tons of copper all
stakeholders would benefit.

Worth K514 000, the16 litres sprayer donation is aimed at ensuring
that the ongoing Indoor Residual Spraying (ISR) exercise is successfully
implemented.

Bowen said the basis of buying the mine was to improve operations and
make it sustainable from the levels it was before.

Venus Kasito, Lubambe acting General Manager Operations said the
company wants to see reduced cases of malaria by ensuring all household
are sprayed in the districts.

“Now we have a five year plan path to turn things around and in the
first year we have made a lot of change. The ore from underground has
increased by 40 percent in one year and the copper has increased by 22
percent we have mined 22,000 tons in 12 months,” Boen said.

Kasito said the pumps are meant to supplement government’s efforts in
preventing Malaria cases in Zambia.

He said the mine needs to get to a level where it is sustainable for the
community, employees and government to benefit.

“As a mine it is our sincere hope that the spray pumps will be taken care of
and used for the intended purpose,” Kasito said.

Bowen said the mine is putting in great effort to improve the safety
standards and it has scored.

Meanwhile Lubambe Copper Mines Chief Executive Officer Nick Bowen
said the mine is targeting to improve copper production by 60 percent to
reach 36,000 tons in 2019.

“And in our first year we have made an improvement with a solid
performance but there is still much more to do,” he said.

www.miningnewszambia.com
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Safety blueprint bear fruits
“At Group R we believe management are the drivers of safety in our operations, that said we know that the workers are the
true custodians and we are privileged to have a team dedicated to daily safety at work”

M

opani Copper Mines’ SAFEMINING plan launched in 2014 is now
bearing fruits, as a result of being vigorously driven.

The blueprint has also proven to be a beacon of excellence
within the industry, as indicated at Mopani Copper Mine’s Kitwe
operations.
Group R Mining & Exploration Zambia Ltd, an operating subsidiary of
Group R Holdings Ltd of Mauritius is one of the contractors that embraced
the SAFEMINING drive of Mopani Copper Mines.
The contractor has made the plan part of its daily conduct and business
DNA, which is highlighted by Group R not having a single work fatality since
inception in 2010.
Group R boast of an enviable track record of working five years without a
single lost time injury.
“We at Mopani are extremely proud of the achievements of Group R
and their unwavering dedication to mine safety. We would like to see this
dedication and passion from all our contractors in all our operations,” said
Chris Vermeulen of Mopani Copper Mines PLC.
The management team at Group R’s says its approach to mine safety is
firm coupled with daily safety meetings, not seen as a tedious task but an
integral part of planning, policy making and operational systems.
Group R believes that if safety is not front of mind in everything one does
and plan, it will soon fall to the wayside.
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“Our client, Mopani, introduced and demanded that we work according
to their international best standards for safety. As a contractor we had the
choice to merely tick the boxes and show compliance or to embrace the
spirit of the standards.
We chose to embrace it as part of our operations” said Heinvan Staden
Chief Operating Officer of Group R Holdings Ltd.
Commenting on the five years LTI Free achievement, the company said
operational reality is that providing a safe working space is not based on
the past.
“You are only as safe as your next shift. Every shift demands 110 percent
dedication.
“At Group R we believe management are the drivers of safety in our
operations, that said we know that the workers are the true custodians and
we are privileged to have a team dedicated to daily safety at work” said
Van Staden.
Both companies believe that as Africa operators they have a responsibility
to continuously invest in the incubation of a better, more inclusive and safer
working environment within the mining sector.
Group R Mining & Exploration is a Pan African contractor specialising in
technical trackless and mechanised mining services to major mining houses.
The Group has experience in several commodities including diamonds,
gold, platinum and copper and has supplied specialised technical mining
services on contract in, Zimbabwe, Mali, Zambia and Botswana.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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Taxes remain high despite volatile prices

I

nternational Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) has published its first
tax survey results, indicating the amount of corporate income tax and
royalties members paid between 2013 and 2017.

The report, prepared by PwC, shows that despite volatile commodity
prices over the last five years, the 20 members of ICMM which completed
the survey reported corporate income tax payments of $72.5bn and royalty
payments of $36.3bn, making a total contribution of over $100 billion to
public finances in the 50 countries they operate in.
Over the last five years, the ratio of tax and royalty charge to profits before
impairments was 43.4 percent. Impairments arise in the industry when a
fall in commodity prices results in the market value for a mine being lower
than the current valuation in the company’s financial statements.

revenue and encouraging future investment," he said.
The report highlights that half of the payments to governments were in
royalties, which do not fluctuate as much as taxes, to low and middleincome countries, it gives greater stability and enables host countries to
diversify economies and invest in social programmes.
Natural resources such as metals and minerals belong to a country’s
citizens and extraction of these resources can lead to economic growth
and social development.
However, if poorly managed can lead to corruption and even conflict. More
openness around how a country manages its natural resource wealth is
necessary to ensure that these resources can benefit all citizens.

“These tax and royalty payments are obviously significant, but they are
just one way our members contribute to the countries where they operate.

For this reason, ICMM is a leading supporter of the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI), a global standard to promote open
and accountable management of natural resources which includes a
requirement for companies and countries to be transparent about the taxes
and royalties that are paid and received. Support for EITI is a condition of
ICMM membership.

“For example, ICMM members spend a similar amount on locally sourced
goods and services which have direct, indirect and induced beneficial
impacts in the local economy,” said Tom Butler, ICMM’s Chief Executive
Officer.

For low and middle-income countries, revenues from the mining sector are
particularly important. Research published earlier this year found that when
viewed through the lens of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, social
progress was fastest in mining-dependent countries.

Butler said payments together with investment and spending on skills
development, healthcare and major infrastructure projects have the power
to transform lives and enable host countries to diversify their economies.

People in the 25 countries that are mining-dependent are now generally
healthier, better educated, and enjoy improved access to affordable and
clean energy, water and sanitation, and telecommunications and financial
services.

For every $100 of profit before impairments, $43.40 was charged in
corporate income tax and royalties. This ratio reached 65 percent in 2016.
It has not dropped below 39 percent over the last five years.

Adding to his sentiments, Jason Burkitt, PwC mining leader, said the study
demonstrates the contribution that the mining sector makes to the public
finances around the world, particularly in less developed countries.
“Continued engagement between the mining sector and governments will
be key to ensure that tax policies strike the right balance between raising

The tax report also notes that growth of the mining sector through new
investment will improve living standards in some of the poorest countries in
the world. While this report focuses on corporate income tax and royalties,
other taxes such as employment taxes and property taxes can also be
significant.
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Thousands of jobs on the line
He said that it is the role of Government to ensure that the mines are not taxed out of business, but
that the sector is promoted and attract more investment.

O

ver 21,000 job losses are on the radar, following passing of a
legislation that increases royalties for the mining sector mostly
affecting copper and cobalt.

Meanwhile minister of mines Richard Musukwa has called for mining
companies to cooperate with government on the new mining tax regime.

The Zambia Chamber of Mines has revealed that more than half
of the country’s copper mines will probably be unprofitable, this year with
thousands of jobs on the line.

Musukwa said government will not entertain the sacrifice of employees
through job cuts due to the new mine tax regime. He said government
is trying to ensure that the nation get maximum benefits from the natural
resources.

The development comes, as the nation raises taxes for operators, effective
tax rate will range from 86 percent to 105 percent, with about 27,900 jobs
at risk.

He said that it is the role of Government to ensure that the mines are not
taxed out of business, but that the sector is promoted and attract more
investment.

Zambian lawmakers passed legislation last November that increased
royalties for copper and cobalt, both key components in electric vehicles.

Sharing the same sentiments mines tax expert, Wezzy Banda said that it is
justified for government to introduce a new mining tax regime.

Government is trying to rein in foreign borrowing and cut a bulging budget
deficit.

Banda said that mine companies must understand that it is important for
the tax regime to satisfy the interest of government.
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UK’s SC to hear case against Konkola Mine

V

By VIDYA RAM
illagers allege water sources have been contaminated by copper
mining, causing health problems and harming their crops

Britain’s Supreme Court will decide if over 1,800 Zambian villagers
can take Vedanta and its Zambian subsidiary, Konkola Copper
Mines, to court in the UK over allegations relating to the pollution of a
river there.
Lower courts previously upheld the jurisdiction of the UK courts in the case,
which Vedanta has appealed all the way up to the Supreme Court. The
issue will be heard on Tuesday and Wednesday, with a decision potentially
expected by April.
The villagers, represented by UK law firm Leigh Day, say that their water
sources and farm land have been contaminated by product from KCM’s
copper mining operation over the past 15 years, resulting in health
problems and harm to crops. Their lawyers are set to argue that the case
can be heard in the UK, where Vedanta remains domiciled, because the
company should bear equal responsibility for the damage.
In 2017, the Court of Appeal upheld the 2016 judgement of a lower court,
enabling the case to go ahead. The lawyers for the villagers do not believe
their case is impacted by the decision of Vedanta Resources to de-list in
London last year.
“Our clients continue to suffer from the effects of the pollution, both on
their health and their livelihoods,” said Oliver Holland of Leigh Day.
“The clients first came to us almost four years ago and we are, very
unfortunately, still dealing with a preliminary issue, which has prevented our
clients’ claims from moving forward. We hope that if the Supreme Court
allows the claims to proceed in this jurisdiction, that Vedanta will then come
to the table speedily to resolve these claims,” he added.
“Vedanta and KCM believe that the Zambian court system is the natural

forum for the hearing of the claims. KCM, the operating company, is
domiciled in Zambia, and all of its operations are located in Zambia, and
that is where the claimant communities live and the alleged claims arise,”
said Vedanta and KCM in a statement ahead of the hearing.
The claims date back to 2004, when Vedanta Resources Holdings Limited,
a subsidiary of Vedanta, acquired a 51-per cent stake in KCM, and then
gradually increased its stake.
The villagers allege that both Vedanta and KCM were aware of the discharge
of harmful effluent into the waterways, which the villagers used as their
primary source of clean water for drinking, bathing, cooking, cleaning,
and other purposes, and point to studies — including a 2014 Zambian
government report — that noted high levels of toxicity.
They argue that Vedanta failed in its duty of care, and they are pursuing the
case in the UK because of the parent firm’s location here.
Vedanta and KCM sought to challenge this, insisting the entire focus of the
case is on Zambia and ought to be heard there. Arguments also centred
on whether the villagers — many with very limited resources, financial and
otherwise — would be able to properly pursue the case in Zambia, with
the judge in the initial case concluding that if they pursued KCM in Zambia
there was a risk they would “not obtain justice.”
Villagers along the River Kafue, as well as Chingola residents, have suffered
severe pollution of water resources ever since Vedanta took over the mines.
Despite 12 years of legal campaigning in Zambia, nothing has been done to
improve the desperate situation for the most affected communities, where
the land is poisoned and people are very sick, said Zambian campaigners
from Chingola, George Mumbi and Esson Simbeye, ahead of the hearing.
Campaign groups, including Foil Vedanta, are expected to protest outside
the hearings. “While the financial and material gains from copper have been
allowed to flow seamlessly out of the country, justice risks being restricted
by economic and institutional barriers of territoriality,” said Samarendra Das
of Foil Vedanta.
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Ash is the 21st century’s
next big thing

W

ith a little innovation and a sound business plan any South
African stands to make a fortune out of the millions of tons of
coal ash produced by our generators annually.

The mountains of ash available at all of South Africa’s coalfired power stations, Eskom, Sasol and other smaller producers, there is no
shortage of supply and anyone wishing to make use of the ‘Grey Gold’ is
likely to get it at low or no cost provided they can prove that they have a
viable usage and that the operation will generate revenue and jobs.
Already 10 percent of the total 50-million tons of ash produced per year
is used in the manufacture of cement powder and concrete bricks for the
building industry, as well as being used to treat acid mine drainage and to
remediate soil for agriculture and other land uses.
However, this is just the “tip-of-the-iceberg” and experts have already
identified a host of other uses including alternative building products,
volumisers for plastics manufacture, contouring for road, rail and
landscaping infrastructure, as well as thousands of other uses.
Now, with Government’s assistance, the South African Coal Ash Association
(SACAA) has been given a target to increase ash usage to 20 percent of
offtake and to create 26 000 new jobs in the process within the next 5 years.
In addition, start-up ash operations can expect some kind of assistance from
Government, generators, SACAA and academics to extract the maximum
potential out of ideas that are deemed to be viable.
SACAA general manager, Mark Hunter, says the association is looking
for industrial entrepreneurs to assist in identifying and developing viable
business opportunities for the use of waste ash generated by our producers
via their boilers.
As the second biggest waste stream (after organic waste that is sent
to landfill), coal ash is becoming a headache for the country as space is
running out of space to dump the ash.
He proclaims that reaching the 20 percent target is not only possible, but
probable if some viable alternatives can be found to dumping.
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This will require close cooperation between role players and speedy
facilitation between Government and other role-players who also fully
understand the urgency of the matter and will likely pull-together to make
it happen.
“First and foremost, we need ash to be excluded from the classification of
hazardous waste. There is a plethora of research which has been completed
which shows that there are many applications of ash which are not harmful
to the environment or health. It is only when ash is stored for extended
periods that it may have an impact on the environment. Next, we will need
to continue working with formal industries, such as mining, construction
and the cement industries to find all possible avenues to utilise ash.
“Simultaneously, we will also engage with scientists and entrepreneurs
to identify areas where ash can be used as additives in manufacturing
processes and as an end product in other instances. Then the race will
be on to industrialise these and we will facilitate and assist in every way to
make sure it is successful.
“As a part of the Department of Environmental Affairs’ Phakisa program
to reduce waste to landfill/ash dump/dam, as well as create sustainable
employment in the process, we are confident that we have the full backing
of Government and that we will make a success of the project. We therefore
call on creative and technical people, as well as business people and
entrepreneurs, to come forward and be a part of the solution,” said Mark.
Coal ash ranges in consistency from ultra-fine fly ash, through courser grades
to hard stone-like granules. Its unique properties include round molecules
that make fine particles flow into microscopic spaces when combined with
liquids, different sized molecules also provide good adhesion in cement
pastes and plastics, while course materials are used elsewhere in the world
for landfilling applications etc.
It is fireproof and provides high levels of insulation. Environmentally, the
material is considered carbon neutral, is inert and can be vegetated over.
SACAA is the official industry representative association for ash producers,
marketers, users and individuals involved throughout the entire ash supply
chain.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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Condra eyes more
opportunities for
tankhouse cranes
frequency drives adapted and set to allow hoist lifting speeds to be altered
at will from very slow to very fast, maximising productivity.
Easter saw a large South African resource company taking delivery of its
sixth high lift machine in three years, this time an 18,4-metre span 50/20ton machine featuring variable frequency drives on the main lift, long and
cross travels to facilitate precise positioning of very heavy loads.

W

Machine design was standard, though it featured live-axle drives in place
of the more common ring-gear configuration, part of Condra’s mandate to
keep maintenance costs to a minimum. Other non-standard elements of
this contract include special LED lighting, limit switches on the long-travels
and cross-travels, and armoured cable on all wiring.
ith over 30 tankhouse cranes under consideration for various
mines in the Phalaborwa and Rustenburg areas of South Africa,
and the Copperbelt of Zambia and Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Condra’s 2019, order book looks healthy.

Last year, contracts secured by the Bulgarian and Chilean subsidiaries
grew steadily in number, and head office announced mid-year that a new
workshop is to be built in Cape Town to provide easier access by sea to
African ports outside South Africa, in preparation for the increase in crane
and hoist orders anticipated from countries to the north.
The inter-Africa deliveries are currently made by road, using affiliated
company Transcon Haulers.
Condra group ended 2018 by shipping several tankhouse cranes and a large
portal machine from its Gauteng factory to make way for the production of
new lifting equipment orders in the coming year.
The main factory in Germiston completed and delivered in February to a
South African cable facility and comprising two 23-metre-span overhead
travelling cranes with capacities of 30 tons and 15 tons, and one 20-ton all
weather portal crane with a span of 26 metres.

A mid-year order from a copper mine in Democratic Republic of Congo
took the number of Condra machines ordered by this customer to eight in
less than a year, all of them for workshop duty.
Condra’s authorised agent for the DRC, Kolwezi Lifting Solutions, manages
crane installation and servicing in that country and holds spares to facilitate
it. In the absence of agencies representing rival companies in the DRC,
Condra holds a competitive advantage with this quick and cost-effective
service.
In addition, also has formalised agencies in Namibia, Kenya, Botswana and
Zambia, with qualified technicians based in Kitwe travelling to the DRC and
Tanzania when needed.
The company is currently establishing service relationships with
representatives in Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and Angola with a
view to formally appointing agents in those countries as soon as possible.
Condra Bulgaria, formed in 2008 to bring manufacturing capabilities closer
to the Russian market, secured orders that delivered continued growth for
this subsidiary, albeit off a low base.

The three cranes, together worth some R5½ million, featured variable

Orders included four 18-metre span single girder electric overhead
travelling cranes to local customers, as well as components to Russia and
end-carriages to manufacturers in England and Spain.

www.miningnewszambia.com
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Sandvik, Vedanta transform
Black Mountain

S

andvik has announced plans to deliver a full OptiMine® platform
to Vedanta Zinc International’s Black Mountain Mining (BMM)
operations, this year.

The development is to accelerate the site’s data-driven operation for
world-class mining safety, efficiency and productivity.
Currently Sandvik is providing the complete OptiMine® suite - the world’s
most comprehensive digital offering for underground mining– to Vedanta
Zinc International’s Black Mountain Mining (BMM) operations in South
Africa’s Northern Cape Province.
The OEM-independent OptiMine® digital platform includes equipment/
asset location tracking, planning and task management, scheduling,
monitoring equipment and operations and OptiMine® Analytics with IBM
Watson IoT.
The scope includes trucks, loaders and drills. The system will be
commissioned in 2019.
“OptiMine® gives us end-to-end visibility and control over our
underground mining operations,” said Andre Trytsman, General Manager,
Black Mountain Mining.
“It was important to us to have the full scope, from scheduling to
analytics, to ensure we’re optimized for the safest and most productive
operation possible. The OptiMine® platform is the next step in Black
Mountain’s digital journey, delivering efficiency and increasing operational
performance allowing us to unlock more value. We are excited to partner
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with Sandvik and incorporate the OptiMine® technology into Vedanta Zinc
International’s exciting digital strategy.”
OptiMine® is a powerful, OEM-independent suite of digital tools for
analyzing and optimizing mining production and processes. It integrates
all relevant data into one source, delivering both powerful real-time and
predictive insights to improve operations. OptiMine® is open and scalable,
providing flexibility to grow as needed, and incorporate other equipment,
systems and networks.
Black Mountain Mining’s current operation comprises two underground
operations – Deeps and Swartberg – and a processing plant.
The Deeps shaft produces copper, lead and zinc, with silver as a by-product,
and the Swartberg mine produces primarily copper and lead, with silver as
a by-product. BMM is also developing the Gamsberg Project a new zinc
mine in the Northern Cape district of South Africa.
“Sandvik is proud to work with the Black Mountain Mining team to integrate
and optimize their mining processes with OptiMine®, developing a worldclass, data-driven operation and accelerating their productivity and safety,
said Patrick Murphy, President, Rock Drills and Technologies, Sandvik
Mining and Rock Technology.
“The process will become fully transparent and predictable based on the
advanced OptiMine® data management and analytics capabilities. This
means Black Mountain Mines will leverage the full value of digitalization,
and we’re really pleased to partner with them to achieve their goals.”
www.miningnewszambia.com
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SMEs: Refine your leadership skills

A

s a small business owner, it's crucial to be a confident and effective
leader, as this will establish your credibility in the eyes of your
employees, the people you do business with and in your relevant
industry as a whole.

which should come naturally for entrepreneurs as many of them are
innovators, having recognised a trend in an industry or identified a
shortcoming, and then proactively created a solution to capitalise on a
demand or overcome the problem at hand.

This is according to Alison Lungu, Country Manager at Business Partners
International, who says that very few people are born leaders and in trying
times, even the strongest of leaders sometimes struggle to present a brave
face and lead successfully.

5. Get a mentor
To further improve your leadership skills, small business owners may feel
that they need outside help. Getting a mentor who has a proven track
record of being a good leader can be done by identifying the traits you
would like to build within yourself and ask your mentor to help you.
Mentors provide on-going counselling and support, based on experience,
knowledge, skills and wisdom.

“Fortunately, leadership is a trait that can be learnt and refined as the
entrepreneur’s experience running a business deepens. After all, running a
manager-owned business warrants both an aptitude for leadership and a
willingness to learn,” he adds.
Lungu shares some tips to assist small business owners in boosting their
leadership skills:
1. Know your strengths and acknowledge your talents
Firstly, take the time to refine your leadership skills. When leading a
company, it is important for a small business owner to work with their
strengths and improve on weaknesses in order to boost their confidence.
Remember: Don’t waste time worrying about what you can’t do and focus
on what you can do.
2. Leave your comfort zone
Don’t allow fear to prevent you from reaching your full potential. When a
business owner is complacent, it can filter down to the staff and impact the
business’s performance.
3. Build trust and use your influence
Your role as a leader gives you power to inspire and provide guidance. It
is important to invest time to familiarise yourself with your employees with
the view to build trust and to know how to use your influence to get things
done in order to increase productivity and effectiveness.
4. Be innovative
Don’t let obstacles get in the way of your success. Don’t be afraid to tackle
problems head-on and be creative about finding solutions – something

6. Hone in on people skills
The need for an entrepreneur to have good communication and people
skills cannot be overlooked. Assertiveness, approachability, conflict
resolution skills, etc. all go a long way in effectively managing employees,
service providers and customers.
“It’s important that a small business owner realises that how the business
and employees are managed, is one of the biggest contributing factors to
a company’s success. As such, if the owner’s leadership skills are lacking, it
is imperative to take appropriate action to improve these skills,” says Lungu.
“However, determination, risk-taking, vision and the ‘readiness to do
whatever it takes to realise the vision’ are all important character traits of
an entrepreneur, and the solid foundation for strong leadership in a small
business owner should not be underestimated,” Lungu concludes.

About Business Partners Zambia:
Business Partners Zambia is a specialist risk finance company for formal
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Zambia. The company actively
supports entrepreneurial growth by providing financing, specialist
sectoral knowledge and added-value services for viable small and
medium businesses.
Visit https://www.businesspartners.co.za/bpi for more information.
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Sandvik to showcase digital technology

D

igital mining technology is the name of the game, as the African
mining industry moves toward ever greater efficiency to optimise
production within deep and narrow reefs.

Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology is at the forefront of
providing digital mining technology to the industry.
The company plans to share first-hand information at the Mining Indaba,
slated for Cape Town in February with mining industry and visitors. Sandvik
views the show as an important mining interface between suppliers and
customers.
Simon Andrews, Sandvik’s Vice President for Sales in Southern Africa says,
access to real-time data allows mining companies to detect trends, improve
performance and enhance maintenance of mining machinery.
He says working machines efficiently will also enhance profitability helping
mines to save on costs.
The company believes that mine automation should lead to improved
productivity and safety for miners, not only for the company’s employees
but especially customers employees.
Sandvik has researched the use of automation and digital technology with
its clients across Africa and found that digitalisation and technology are not
difficult to implement and maintain.
Andrews stressed that automation results in up-skilling of jobs and new
skills being learnt.
“Automation can be looked at as a form of job creation as it allows mining
to go into areas that were previously regarded as unsafe or uneconomic
or both,” he said.
Sandvik Mining and Construction Zambia Limited, Central Africa Vice
President – Sales, Daniel Banister agrees that people are a company’s
largest asset.
“Automation and digitalisation will improve safety of the operators at the
mine face as the aim is to remove people from the face and to improve
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safety and eliminate operator exposure to the tough underground
environment,” Banister said.
The company’s automation services are an important part of their offering
on show which talks to all product divisions within Sandvik Mining and Rock
Technology.
Their offering includes AutoMine® equipment automation and teleoperations systems as well as the OptiMine® information management
systems for surface and underground mining applications.
AutoMine® offers solutions to companies that want to automate parts
of, or entire mining operations. An example would be the tele-remote or
autonomous operation of a single piece of equipment such as a loader
or the underground autonomous operation of entire fleets of trucks.
AutoMine® even extends to drill rig surface operations.
Information systems such as Sandvik’s proprietary OptiMine® provide
miners with tools to more effectively manage their operations. Customers
can choose from several digital modules:
a module providing a three-dimensional model of an entire mine
a module representing the visualisation of long hole drilling and rock
support
a graphic scheduling and resource allocation tool
a module giving real-time location data for machines and equipment
a module which updates equipment information automatically in realtime.
“Sandvik has seen digitalisation and automation with existing customers
as “business critical.” A new generation of mining engineers and managers
are comfortable with new technology, having been brought up with smart
phones and other related technology,” says Nuhu Salifu, Sandvik Mining
and Construction Ghana West Africa VP.
With a wealth of mining experience, Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology
is well set to continue helping their customers to add value to any of their
operations and to partner with them to serve the mining industry going
forward.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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Tektronix redefines the
arbitrary generator

C

omtest the local representative of Tektronix, has announced
the redefinition of the arbitrary/function generator (AFG) by
introducing the AFG31000 series.

Completely newly designed, the AFG31000 features many key firsts
including the industry’s largest touchscreen and new user interface that
will delight engineers and researchers who need to generate increasingly
complex test cases for debugging, troubleshooting, characterizing and
validating devices under test.
Despite their importance in electronics test and wide adoption, AFGs have
lagged behind other test instrumentation in terms of usability, making do
with small displays and other shortcomings that make them hard to learn
and operate.
Moreover, traditional AFGs lack the deep memory and programming
capability needed to compose a series of test cases with complex timing
– critical for optimum test efficiency. By addressing these issues, the
AFG31000 represents the first of the next generation of AFGs with features
and capabilities simply not available elsewhere in the market today.
The AFG31000 series features a 9-inch capacitive touchscreen, the largest
available on an AFG, that allows users to see all related settings and
parameters on a single screen within a shallow menu tree.
Similar to the modern touch-enabled smart devices, users can tap or swipe
to easily select, browse, locate and change settings. The intuitive user
interface saves users time in both learning and operating the instrument
for major gains in productivity and efficiency.
AFGs assume they are driving a 50 Ω impedance. However, most devices
under test (DUTs) do not have a 50 Ω impedance. This mismatch results in
an inconsistency between the waveform as set on the AFG and the signal
at the DUT.
The new patented InstaView feature on the AFG31000 series addresses this
problem by monitoring and displaying the waveform at the DUT without
the need for additional cables or instruments. The waveform shown on the
display instantly responds to changes in frequency, amplitude, waveform

shape as well as the DUT’s impedance, saving time and boosting confidence.
In addition to traditional AFG operation modes, the AFG31000 series offers
an Advanced or waveform sequencer mode. In the Advanced mode, the
instrument’s up-to 128 Mpts of waveform memory can be segmented into
up to 256 entries, and users can drag and drop long waveforms, or multiple
waveforms in the sequencer and define how they are output.
Compared to arbitrary waveform generators, the AFG31000 series reduces
instrument costs by as much as 90 percent, giving users who need long,
non-repeating waveforms, or multiple waveforms with complex timing an
affordable alternative.
Taking advantage of the large capacitive touchscreen, the new ArbBuilder
tool built in the AFG31000 series enables users to create and edit arbitrary
waveforms directly on the instrument without needing to create the
waveforms on a PC and transferring them to the instrument. ArbBuilder
improves test efficiency especially for arbitrary waveforms that need to
change frequently.
For users who want to replicate waveforms captured by an oscilloscope,
they can save waveforms as .csv files and use ArbBuilder to load them
directly into the AFG31000. Current AFG users, who are well aware of the
limitations of AFGs, see the new sequencing and ArbBuilder features of the
AFG31000 series as a significant boost to productivity and efficiency. The
advanced features on this AFG could feasibly cut typical setup and test
cycles by half.
AFG31000 series instruments are available in 1- or 2-channel configurations
and deliver 14-bit vertical resolution along with 250 MSa/s, 1 GSa/s or 2
GSa/s sample rate performance. Additionally, in traditional AFG mode,
users can change frequency without worrying about waveform length and
sample rate. Output amplitude range is 1 mVP-P to 10 VP-P into 50 Ω loads.
The AFG31000 series arbitrary/function generator models with 25, 50 or 100
MHz bandwidth are now available globally. Models with 150 or 250 MHz
bandwidth are scheduled for release in November 2018. Demonstration
of the new AFG31000 series will be held at the Electronica tradeshow in
November’18 in Munich, Germany.
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De Beers’ diamond education
services grows

T

he world’s leading diamond company, De Beers Group has officially
launched an education partnership with the National Gemstone
Testing Centre (NGTC), China’s leading authority in the testing and
inspection of gems and jewellery.

“We look forward to helping people in China develop their skills and
supporting the development of the Chinese jewellery industry to achieve
its full potential in the years ahead,” said Jonathan Kendall, President of De
Beers Group Industry Services.

The development will extend the accessibility of De Beers Group’s diamond
education courses to students in China.

Sun Fengmin, Vice Director of National Gems & Jewellery Technology
Administrative Centre, said NGTC and De Beers Group will cooperate to
run a series of courses on diamond identification, grading, the diamond
value chain, synthetic diamonds and other related topics.

In addition, the partnership will provide a variety of diamond education
courses, supporting the needs of multiple groups across the diamond
industry.
According to De Beers courses will focus on a range of content, which
include insight into the diamond pipeline from start to finish, supporting
the ability of participants to develop knowledge for commercial purposes,
such as with sales presentations in a retail environment.
“It is a great honour to be collaborating with the NGTC to bring China a set
of top quality educational courses. These courses have been designed to
appeal to a full range of people - from those who wish to simply learn about
diamonds and the diamond industry to those working in the industry, from
manufacturing to retailing, who wish to extend their knowledge to be more
successful in their careers.
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“I believe that with the joint efforts of both parties, the capabilities of
our students will develop rapidly, enabling them to become skilled and
knowledgeable professionals within a competitive industry.
“The initiation of this cooperation between the two parties highlights
that De Beers Group has taken a significant step forward in the diamond
sector in China, and with the spirit of cooperation from both parties we are
creating an exciting future,” said Fengmin.
De Beers Group began providing industry-leading diamond education
services in 2017 and is focused on enhancing confidence in the selling and
purchasing of diamonds for all industry stakeholders.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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Ctrack launches ultra
compact tracking devices
With either of these devices, business owners can now be in control of every aspect of
their business, knowing where all their assets are and whether they have been moved
or not.

T

he leading vehicle tracking and telematics provider - Ctrack, has
launched its BX500 and BX600 range of wireless, ultra-compact GPS
tracking devices.

Ideal for use in cars, trucks and motorbikes, quads, golf carts,
delivery vans and generators, the new devices are also designed to track
non-powered assets like containers, trailers and packages.

commenced.
The BX600 model is further equipped to detect tampering. This feature
makes it ideal for high-value cargo applications.
The tracking devices are also enclosed in rugged housings that are made
from sturdy ABS/Polycarbonate plastics.

According to the manufacturer, both BX models are ultra-compact,
meaning both unit can be concealed in cargo easily and both have enough
memory to record 25 000 trips.

Ctrack’s BX units can be remotely configured and updated over the air and,
using a single micro-SIM, can be configured to roam across multiple 2G,
3G or 4G networks.

Featuring adaptive tracking, the devices make use of accelerometers as well
as data from GPS transmitters, to intelligently detect movements and send
live updates. Either model can be scaled to provide continuous tracking
information or just once a day in order to preserve internal battery life.

With either of these devices, business owners can now be in control of
every aspect of their business, knowing where all their assets are and
whether they have been moved or not.

The BX500 model is powered by removable Lithium batteries, which can
last up to four years when providing a single, daily tracking update.
With a robust internal battery pack, the BX600 model can be recharged
using the provided micro-USB cable and compact charger. Several BX600
units were recently used to monitor the progress of the recent Sasol Solar
Car Challenge, with great success. Each device recorded an average of
96 hours of driving time, having been charged once before the event
www.miningnewszambia.com

Game farm and nature reserve managers now also have the ability to see
where their mobile assets are when out in the field.
In addition, those needing to better optimise and control their mobile
assets - like delivery motorcycles - can also benefit from Ctrack’s lightweight
tracking solutions.
The manufacturer says by simply dropping the Ctrack BX devices into a
bag or cargo hold, Ctrack can discreetly show you where your assets or
deliveries are going, as well as how to better plan their next movements.
Zambian Mining Magazine
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Kobold’s ZED-D answer to fluid media monitoring
nstrotech is offering Kobold’s ZED-D electronic dosage devices, ideally
suited for dosing and monitoring fluid media.

The devices are suitable not only for panel mounting, but also robust
aluminium field housing (IP 65) for wall mounting or pipe mounting and
for direct fitting.
For integration into standard industrial automation and monitoring
systems, the intelligent electronics have two control inputs, one dosage
output, another switch output and one analogue output.
Meanwhile two relays are provided for dosage and monitoring. Whether
for pump control, flow monitoring or filling and fine dosages, a large variety
of possible settings provides the best possible adjustment for the task in
hand.
This includes free scaling and a choice of engineering units while a password

protects any settings made against operating errors.
On the other hand, a well-arranged, easily readable two-line display
indicates the current flow and the dosage quantity.
The devices are operated by using menus and four keys, including a start or
stop button that can be used to interrupt the dosage process.
KEY FEATURES:
2 x 8-digit LC-Display, backlit
Frequency input: 0.2 - 2000 Hz
2 x relay outputs
Analogue output
Sensor supply
Free scaling
MIN/MAX memory
Switchboard installation or field casing

Sandvik transforming mines, quarries

N

ew Sandvik CH800i series, a premium connected cone crushers
includes a range of performance upgrades.
According to the developers, together with My Sandvik the series
bring digital transformation to mines and quarries.

The Sandvik CH800i series of connected cone crushers is the first to offer
intelligent crushing based on actionable information via the My Sandvik
portal.
This enables managers and operators to make decisions based on facts,
and see areas for improvement directly, increasing uptime and availability.
My Sandvik is the latest innovation in Sandvik crushers. Other automation
features continuously measure and compensate for crusher liner wear, while
Hydroset™ and the electric dump valve automatically provide overload
protection to let tramp iron or other uncrushable material pass through.
ASRi™ automatically adapts crushers to variations in feed conditions.
Sandvik CH800i comes with a range of upgrades, including a 65 percent
stronger main shaft, and top and bottom shells that are up to 50 percent
stronger than previous models, offering more reliability and higher
availability.
“New, digital technologies will transform the way mines and quarries work.
My Sandvik is the first major step in gaining insights into productivity and
predictive maintenance that will driveour industry forward. It’s great to offer
our customers a service that will truly make a difference to their profitability.”
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CH800i has bolted rather than welded top and bottom shell liners to reduce
maintenance time and add greater safety. Since no welding is needed when
changing liners, the process is up to 90 percent faster.
The new CH800i crusher system can be purchased as a completely new
crusher, or you can choose a Sandvik Reborn solution, replacing an existing
crusher for a new one and reutilizes existing auxiliaries and infrastructure.
This plug and play installation minimizes disruption and maximizes
productivity, while offering up to 40 percent cost savings compared to a
complete crusher system.
“Our service agreements provide customers with safer operations, low
operating costs and long service life, unlocking the full potential of their
crushing plant 365 days a year. It increases productivity by up to 10 percent.”
Sandvik is a high-tech and global engineering group offering products and
services that enhance customer productivity, profitability and safety.
Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology is a business area within the Sandvik
Group and a global leading supplier of equipment and tools, service and
technical solutions for the mining and construction industries.
Application areas include rock drilling, rock cutting, crushing and screening,
loading and hauling, tunneling, quarrying and breaking and demolition.
In 2016, sales were approximately 31 billion SEK with about 14,000 employees
in continuing operations.
www.miningnewszambia.com
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THE GLOBAL STANDARD IN CRANES AND HOISTS
DESIGN • MANUFACTURE • SERVICE • SALES
As a global manufacturer and provider of cranes in varying
industries, Condra provides high quality engineering, ﬂexible inhouse design and an impressive range of products to mining,
shipping, steel, fabrication, robotics, railways and ports.
Since 1966, Condra has mastered the engineering, manufacturing
and installation of cranes all over the world to large, medium and
small industries. We are constantly innovating to provide manual,
electric and combo cranes that provide solution to lifting, hooks,
grabbing, magnets, ladles, buckets or stacking duties.

Overhead travelling cranes
Wire rope hoists
Portal or semi-portal cranes and bridge cranes
Cantilever cranes (pillar, jib and wall)
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